
Measure and mark the form where termina-
tors are required, then bolt or nail locators or
pods to the mounting panel or directly to the
form. 

When the form is closed the seal ring compresses
against the wall and creates a smooth edge on the
inside of the concrete structure that protects cables.

The Terminators push on easily. Mount the panel or
locators to the outside wall of the form. This puts the
seal ring side of the Terminator (the side closer to
the membrane) to the inside wall of the concrete
structure.

TO ORDER CALL ��������������
or sales@pennsylvaniainsert	com

MMAANNYY  SSIIZZEESS PA Insert terminators are available in 

�”
 �”
 �”
 and �” sizes	 The �” terminator is available in two 

models: a schedule �� only
 or in a special “step down”

style which can be used with schedule �� or schedule ��

pipe	 All sizes can be supplied with form accessories mak�

ing installation fast and easy	  

EEAASSYY  IINNSSTTAALLLLAATTIIOONN Locators � similar to

our tap�ons � attach terminators directly to the form or

can be used to mount them on a knockout panel that can

be reused numerous times	  Pods � tall locators � allow  the

terminator to fit into a �” wall without a knockout panel	

Sizes �”
 �”
 and �”come equipped with a flexible seal ring

which conforms to the imperfections many older forms

develop and keeps concrete slurry from leaking into the

terminator cavity	  

UUSSEEFFUULL  TTIIPPSS
•Use a knockout panel with locators to mount terminators

to the form	 This allows for fewer holes in the form and

reuse of the knockout panel	 

•When knockouts cannot be used
 try one of PA Inserts

“pods”
 manufactured to make installation faster and more

convenient	
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DUCT  TERMINATORS

locators

Sizes

2” Terminator
SCH 40

4” Terminator
SCH 20
SCH 40

5” Terminator
SCH 40
SCH 80

6” Terminator
SCH 40

PVC Pipes used with 
PA Insert Terminators

PVC I.D.  

2”

4”
4”

5.017”
4.767”

6”

PVC 0.D.  

2.375”

4.25”
4.5”

5.563”
5.563”

6.625”

TERM
I.D.  

2.387”

4.375”
4.5625”

5.5625”
5.5625”

6.625”


